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What is Executive Function (EF)? 
Brain and Behavior

Brain based explanation: The way the physical brain generates, controls, and evaluates its 
actions. The cerebral organization of conscious acts. This occurs in the frontal lobe and is 
communicated to other parts of the brain. 

Skills-based explanation: Behaviors associated with organizing, planning, risk assessment, 
inhibiting impulses, emotional regulation, transitioning, initiating tasks, attending

*Those skills necessary to be successful in school and in life.
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What are Executive Functioning Skills?
Organization

Planning

Impulse inhibition

Emotional regulation

Flexibility

Attending

Emotion regulation

Initiation

Persistence

Self-monitoring

Working memory

Shifting
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Executive Functioning 
Why is it important?

Preschoolers who show age-appropriate EF are 
more likely to demonstrate academic success 
throughout schooling, including through 
college.

While in school, student's learning depends on 
skills that are descried through EF
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EF is Management of:
Attention

Action

Task

Information

Emotion

Effort
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Think SKILLS
Model

Practice

Corrective Feedback

Reinforcement LOTS AND LOTS

And……they don’t learn it if you 

are doing it for them….
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Prefrontal Cortex
• Reasoning/Thinking
• Immature in 

Adolescence
• Relevant “School 

behaviors”
• Organization
• Planning
• Shifting
• Impulse Control
• Emotional Regulation
• Predicting
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Conceptual Map of EF Development

From around 15 years old, working 
memory, attentional control, and inhibitory 
controls are stable on laboratory measures, 
but continue to improve in real world 
applications into the 20s.

Reynolds, C. 2017
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Diagnoses Associated with 
Deficit in EF Skills

ADHD

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Learning Disorder (Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dyscalculia)

Bipolar Disorder

Anxiety

Oppositional Defiant Disorder
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EF in Adolescence
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Intervene with the SKILLS: Attention
Speak only when you have their full attention

Timers and prompts

Be clear and concise – don’t lecture

Work on more challenging tasks early in the 
day

Use headphones/earplugs during homework 
(use music or other distractions during breaks)

Remove distracting materials

Play games that teach sensory awareness (I 
Spy, Charades, concentration, road bingo, in 
my mother’s closet)

Mindful Practices:
◦ Paying Attention
◦ In the moment
◦ On purpose
◦ Without judgement
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Planning
Model this out loud.  Have kids help plan family trips, holidays, use detailed descriptions

Calendars and planners

Teach kids to prioritize with high interest activities

Checklists of step-by-step instructions

Frequent and shorter work periods

Define what it means to have a task completed (How do I know when I’m done)
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Flexibility
Have house rules posted, kids know expectations and consequences: Kid input, consistent at 
home and school

Use rewards when they demonstrate 

Set goals

Create routines

Discuss and practice change in routine

Use daily schedule that is posted – google 

Use transition warning

See tips for emotional regulation
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Self Monitoring
Teach to identify goal, predict performance, outline strategies based on imagined outcomes

Routine checklists to monitor behavior: use technology

Model your own self-monitoring by talking out loud when you do tasks

How do they know if they are off task? Teach cues

Child to become responsible for cueing own behavior

Plenty of rewards

Check YOUR emotion around this: No frustration, yelling, anger.  PATIENCE
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Working Memory
Teach study Skills

Mnemonic strategies (rhymes, acronyms, visuals, method of loci, catch phrases, alliteration)

See, say, write, do

Memory log for the child

Increased exposure to material, visual and audio cues, practice

Peer tutoring, learning groups

Study buddies
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Organization
Decrease clutter

Use email for homework assignments

A place for everything

Charts, maps, lists with necessary information for completing tasks

Allow 5 minutes after an activity to organize self for next activity.  MODEL THIS

Teach problem solving and time management: Talk out loud

Buddy System
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Inhibitory Control
Help to develop self awareness: MODEL THIS

Get their input on house rules and consequences

Ignore unwanted small behaviors

Deliver consequences without emotion

Practice your own inhibitory control 

Model mindful practices when under stress

Lots of positive reinforcement around desired behavior. Notice when they do it well even if it is 
not ALL THAT WELL. Baby Steps.
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Emotion Regulation
Help to develop self-awareness around emotion (How does that FEEL in your body)

No shaming

Make a plan.  What makes you “Lose it”, How do you know you are about to?

Tolerate rather than avoid distress

Regulate “feeling” opposite emotion.  If you don’t grab onto it, emotion passes in 90 seconds

Gratitude practice
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Initiation

Routines for tasks that are difficult to initiate with easiest first

Starts early with non-preferred tasks

Use technology to set reminders to prompt non-preferred tasks

Use games, fun, silliness

Avoid cuing the kiddo – this is nagging

Think about what YOU need to reward yourself for doing things you hate (cleaning, laundry, 
taxes) your kids also need strong rewards to motivate doing things they hate

Initiation
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Some Resources
Mindful Parenting for ADHD – Mark Bertin, MD
The Gift of ADHD book series – Laura Honos Web, Ph.D.
Yellowparachute.com
Learning to Plan and Be Organized – workbook Kathleen G. Nadeau, PhD
Magination Press (publisher of many titles)
Careful of Expensive “EF Coaches” – Tutoring might be better for academic performance, 

therapists for emotional issues
Make sure your “helpers” are qualified

Licensed Psychologist
Licensed Therapists
Licensed Teachers
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